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131st Meeting, February 11, 1953. 9 pp [Korea; European situation; use of radio; basic national security policies; USSR]

132nd Meeting of NSC, February 18, 1953. 10 pp [Latin America; Iran; Volunteer Freedom Corps; disarmament; security matters; United Nations; basic national security policies]

133rd Meeting of NSC, February 24, 1953. 5 pp [Britain and Middle East; budget]

134th Meeting of NSC, February 25, 1953. 12 pp [Iran; Israel and USSR; Berlin; Burma; Volunteer Freedom Corps; armaments; basic national security policies]

135th Meeting of NSC, March 4, 1953. 18 pp [USSR and Stalin; Iran; basic national security policies]

136th Meeting of NSC, March 11, 1953. 17 pp [nuclear power; USSR; Iran]

137th Meeting of NSC, March 18, 1953. 15 pp [East-West trade; civil aviation policy; NATO; Korea; AEC; NSC staff; civil defense; USSR; Latin America; mutual security]

138th Meeting of NSC, March 25, 1953. 10 pp [France; EDC; Indochina; military and mutual security programs]
Special Meeting of NSC, March 31, 1953. 17 pp [civilian consultants; budgets; mutual security; Europe; Japan; India; Arab states; Turkey; Latin America; USSR; Korea; atomic energy]

Documents pertaining to special NSC meeting, March 31, 1953

139th Meeting of NSC, April 8, 1953. 15 pp [petroleum; USSR; Japan; Nationalist China; Korea; basic national security policies]

140th Meeting of NSC, April 22, 1953. 16 pp [Italy; Indochina; DDE’s April 16, 1953, speech; Iran; petroleum; St. Lawrence Seaway; basic national security policies and costs; military programs and mutual security]

141st Meeting of NSC, April 28, 1953. 14 pp plus 2 pp attachment [NATO; Indochina; Nationalist China; Latin America; mutual security; President’s speech of April 16; Senator Joseph McCarthy]

142nd Meeting of NSC, April 30, 1953. 5 pp [Austrian Treaty]

143rd Meeting of NSC, May 6, 1953. 13 pp [nuclear power; Indochina; Thailand; Korea; Latin America]

144th Meeting of NSC, May 13, 1953. 16 pp [information security; Spain; Korea; Thailand]

145th Meeting of NSC, May 20, 1953. 11 pp [Egypt; Volunteer Freedom Corps; Korea]

146th Meeting of NSC, May 27, 1953. 12 pp [USSR; Philippines; petroleum; armaments]

147th Meeting of NSC, June 1, 1953. 8 pp [Middle East; India; Pakistan; Greece; Turkey; Libya]

148th Meeting of NSC, June 4, 1953. 12 pp [Korea; USSR; nuclear matters; Latin America; economic defense; Italy]

149th Meeting of NSC, June 9, 1953. 9 pp [USSR; basic national security; electro-magnetic communications]

150th Meeting of NSC, June 18, 1953. 14 pp [Korea; East Germany; Czechoslovakia; Near East]
151st Meeting of NSC, June 25, 1953. 14 pp [atomic weapons; Japan; Japanese Treaty Islands; Egypt; Libya; France; Korea; Germany; Czechoslovakia; Eastern Europe; Middle East]

152nd Meeting of NSC, July 2, 1953. 18 pp [port security; Korea; Eastern Europe; report by President’s Committee on International Information Activities]

153rd Meeting of NSC, July 9, 1953. 12 pp [electromagnetic communications; Korea; USSR; Eastern Europe; China; Near East; Volunteer Freedom Corps; Administration policies and foreign reaction]

154th Meeting of NSC, July 14, 1953. 7 pp [Korea; budgetary matters; petroleum]

Minutes of 155th Meeting of NSC, July 16, 1953. 6 pp [Project Solarium]

156th Meeting of NSC, July 23, 1953. 18 pp [petroleum; USSR; Iran; Korea; Nationalist China]

157th Meeting of NSC, July 30, 1953. 16 pp [economic defense; Italy; Indochina; Iran; USSR; U.S. prestige abroad; Project Solarium; armaments; defectors]

158th Meeting of NSC [No summary located in File]

159th Meeting of NSC, August 13, 1953. 14 pp plus 2 pp attachment [Omar Bradley’s retirement; J. Lawton Collins change of duties; Thailand; Communist China; Germany; Austria]

160th Meeting of NSC, August 27, 1953. 17 pp [JCS Report on military programs; USSR; Iran; French Morocco; disarmament]

161st Meeting of NSC, September 9, 1953. 18 pp [Indochina; JCS report; U.S. disarmament proposal for UN; Thailand; Germany; Burma; Philippines; Indonesia; Finland]

162nd Meeting of NSC, September 17, 1953. 13 pp [Indochina, USSR; Iran; military programs; mutual security; atomic energy; disarmament; internal security]

163rd Meeting of NSC, September 24, 1953. 14 pp [USSR; Atomic Weapons; continental defense]
164th Meeting of NSC, October 1, 1953. 12 pp [Indonesia; EDC; USSR; Germany; Berlin; U.S. prestige abroad; budgetary matters]

165th Meeting of NSC, October 7, 1953. 21 pp [British Guiana; nuclear weapons; basic national security policy; USSR; military programs]

166th Meeting of NSC, October 13, 1953. 21 pp [concept of NSC; Trieste; Philippines; FY 1955 Budget; military programs; Austria]

167th Meeting of NSC, October 22, 1953. 13 pp [electromagnetic communications; Jackson Committee recommendations; mission of USIA; U.S. aluminum supply; European matters; Indochina; Trieste; USSR; industrial operations in foreign countries]

168th Meeting of NSC, October 29, 1953. 20 pp [Indochina; basic national security policy-defense; Middle East; security of information; Korea]

169th Meeting of NSC, November 5, 1953. 15 pp [USSR; Hong Kong and Macao; Communist China; Nationalist China; Korea]

170th Meeting of NSC, November 12, 1953. 8 pp [petroleum; Indochina; Philippines; Iran; Italy; Trieste, disarmament; Bermuda Conference]

171st Meeting of NSC, November 19, 1953. 16 pp [Indonesia; defense mobilization; Korea]

172nd Meeting of NSC, November 23, 1953. 16 pp [continental defense; Coast Guard operations; internal security legislation; security of information; Korea]

173rd Meeting of NSC, December 3, 1953. 15 pp [USSR; Korea; Indochina; atomic information and allies]

174th Meeting of NSC, December 10, 1953. 14 pp [DDE’s UN speech; USSR; Indonesia; Bermuda Conference; NATO Ministers Meeting, Berlin; Germany]

175th Meeting of NSC, December 15, 1953. 7 pp [continental defense; nuclear power; Korea]

176th Meeting of NSC, December 16, 1953. 8 pp [budget; FOA; Pakistan]

177th Meeting of NSC, December 24, 1953. 19 pp [NSC documents, meetings, and actions; France; USSR; Italy; Eastern Europe; Ryukyu Islands; NATO Ministers Meeting; Vice President’s world trip-Far East, India, Middle East]
178th Meeting of NSC, December 30, 1953. 10 pp [Indochina; Italy; Iran; petroleum; internal security]

179th Meeting of NSC, January 8, 1954. 19 pp [Korea; internal security; Southeast Asia]

180th Meeting of NSC, January 14, 1954. 14 pp [Korea; Indochina; petroleum; continental defense; Ryukyu Islands; Austria]

181st Meeting of NSC, January 21, 1954. 21 pp [Berlin Conference; Berlin; Korea; Middle East; Southeast Asia; Morocco; Indonesia; Iran]

182nd Meeting of NSC, January 28, 1954. 14 pp [emergency planning; port security; Civil Defense exercise; Burma; Indochina; China]

183rd Meeting of NSC, February 4, 1954. 14 pp [Indochina; Yugoslavia; Syria; Nationalist China; Indonesia]

184th Meeting of NSC, February 11, 1954. 15 pp [emergency planning; Indochina; Southeast Asia; disarmament; Austria; Latin America; Iran; disclosures of NSC information]

185th Meeting of NSC, February 17, 1954. 17 pp [continental defense; Korea; Indochina; emergency planning; Civil Defense and Operation Ivy; USSR; Ryukyu Islands]

186th Meeting of NSC, February 26, 1954. 11 pp plus edited draft and a memorandum for the Vice President summarizing discussion [John Foster Dulles’ Report re Berlin Conference - USSR, Asia, including Indochina; East-West trade; atomic energy; EDC]

187th Meeting of NSC, March 4, 1954. 15 pp plus 4 pp re newspaper column [Egypt; Soviet Bloc; South Asia; Japan; Formosa; Indochina; Korea; France and EDC; analysis of news column]

188th Meeting of NSC, March 11, 1954. 17 pp [USSR; Indochina; Italy; Civil Defense; economic defense; Communist China; Thailand; succession to Presidency]

189th Meeting of NSC, March 18, 1954. 11 pp [Great Britain; Latin America; internal security; electromagnetic communications; Indochina]

190th Meeting of NSC, March 25, 1954. 15 pp [Indochina; military programs; continental defense; USSR; Italy]
191st Meeting of NSC, April 1, 1954. 13 pp [agricultural surplus disposal; East-West trade; Indochina; Germany; Philippines]

192nd Meeting of NSC, April 6, 1954. 16 pp [Indochina; Korea]

193rd Meeting of NSC, April 13, 1954. 17 pp [Indochina and Southeast Asia; Middle East; military forces; Far East; Korea; Italy; USIA and educational exchanges]

194th Meeting of NSC, April 29, 1954. 24 pp [rubber; Iran; internal security; defense mobilization; Indochina and Geneva Conference]

195th Meeting of NSC, May 6, 1954. 17 pp [Indochina and Geneva Conference]

196th Meeting of NSC, May 8, 1954. 9 pp [Indochina]

197th Meeting of NSC, May 13, 1954. 18 pp [continental defense; Communist propaganda; intelligence information; internal security; freedom of information; East-West trade controls; USSR; Indochina and Geneva Conference]

198th Meeting of NSC, May 20, 1954. 13 pp [fiscal outlook; civil defense; economic defense; Indochina and Southeast Asia]

199th Meeting of NSC, May 27, 1954. 18 pp [Middle East; Guatemala; Tachen Islands; nuclear weapons testing; mobilization planning; Southeast Asia; USSR; Indochina]

200th Meeting of NSC, June 3, 1954. 9 pp [nuclear weapons; USSR; Tachen Islands; Indochina; Communist China]

201st Meeting of NSC, June 10, 1954. 14 pp [petroleum; continental defense; Indochina; Spain; Yugoslavia; Southeast Asia]

202nd Meeting of NSC, June 17, 1954. 16 pp [East-West trade; export controls; Latin America; antitrust proceedings; Southeast Asia; reserve mobilization requirements]

203rd Meeting of NSC, June 23, 1954. 5 pp [atomic weapons]

204th Meeting of NSC, June 24, 1954. 14 pp [Guatemala; defense and national security policy]

205th Meeting of NSC, July 1, 1954. 28 pp [continental defense; emergency planning; internal security; port security; Civil Defense; Guatemala; China; USSR; Indochina; United Kingdom; EDC; Germany; military programs; East-West trade]
206th Meeting of NSC, July 15, 1954. 20 pp [Soviet Bloc diplomatic representatives; EDC and Germany; Indochina; rubber; Antarctica]

207th Meeting of NSC, July 22, 1954. 18 pp [Indochina; East-West trade; Geneva meeting and Indochina; economic policy; Near East; Iceland]

208th Meeting of NSC, July 29, 1954. 22 pp [continental defense; reserve mobilization requirements; military forces; Korea; USSR; Germany]

209th Meeting of NSC, August 5, 1954. 21 pp [NSC programs; defense matters; USSR; intelligence; Guatemala; Communist China; post-Geneva Asia; Formosa; psychological warfare]

210th Meeting of NSC, August 12, 1954. 21 pp [economic defense; Germany; Brazil; Indochina; Morocco; China; atomic energy; Trieste; Far East]

211th Meeting of NSC, August 18, 1954. 13 pp [Far East]

212th Meeting of NSC, September 2, 1954. 23 pp [internal security; Guatemala; Brazil; middle East; Vietnam; Latin America]

213th Meeting of NSC, September 9, 1954. 15 pp [internal security; China and Formosa; UN General Assembly; Korea]

214th Meeting of NSC, September 12, 1954. 14 pp [Dulles report on Far East Trip-SEATO, China, Japan, offshore Islands; Europe]

215th Meeting of NSC, September 24, 1954. 9 pp [Vietnam; USSR; France; Europe; Chinese offshore Islands; Iran]

216th Meeting of NSC, October 6, 1954. 23 pp [USSR; Chinese Offshore Islands; Vietnam; Korea; Europe and Nine Power Conference; Far East; military assistance]

217th Meeting of NSC, October 14, 1954. 14 pp [Vietnam; France; Afghanistan; Pakistan; USSR; China; military assistance program; French North Africa; rubber; Middle East]

218th Meeting of NSC, October 22, 1954. 7 pp [Indochina; basic national security policy]

219th Meeting of NSC, October 26, 1954. 11 pp [USSR and nuclear tests; Indochina; mobilization]
220th Meeting of NSC, October 28, 1954. 8 pp [Europe; Indonesia; Yugoslavia; Vietnam; China and Offshore Islands]

221st Meeting of NSC, November 2, 1954. 13 pp [Far East]

222nd Meeting of NSC, November 4, 1954. 4 pp [nuclear weapons]

223rd Meeting of NSC, November 9, 1954. 14 pp [Trieste; classified information; antitrust activities; Soviet attack on B-29; Hungary; electro-magnetic communications]

224th Meeting of NSC, November 15, 1954. 15 pp [reserve mobilization requirements; Rio Conference and Latin America]

225th Meeting of NSC, November 24, 1954. 16 pp [basic national security policy; continental defense]

226th Meeting of NSC, December 1, 1954. 16 pp [Far East; China, Vietnam, Indonesia; mobilization base]

227th Meeting of NSC, December 3, 1954. 9 pp [basic national security policy - defense matters]

228th Meeting of NSC, December 9, 1954. 19 pp [personnel security; South Asia; Japan; Communist China; rubber; basic national security policy; FY 1956 Budget]

229th Meeting of NSC, December 21, 1954. 20 pp plus 3 pp attachments [NATO; basic national security policy; France; Far East]

230th Meeting of NSC, January 5, 1955. 20 pp [basic national security policy; France; Far East; Indonesia; Burma; Yugoslavia]

231st Meeting of NSC, January 13, 1955. 14 pp [Formosa and China; Costa Rico; Far East; Iran; personnel security; Radford report on trip to Asia]

232nd Meeting of NSC, January 20, 1955. 20 pp [port security; offshore Islands; USSR; Indonesia]

233rd Meeting of NSC, January 21, 1955. 7 pp [Chinese Offshore Islands]

234th Meeting of NSC, January 27, 1955. 18 pp [NSC functioning; USSR; Iran; Burma; Chinese Offshore Islands; Soviet satellites; Vietnam]
235th Meeting of NSC, February 3, 1955. 14 pp [international broadcasting; economic assistance for Asia; thermonuclear explosions; France; Egypt; Formosa; Korea]

236th Meeting of NSC, February 10, 1955. 16 pp [education and exchange; thermonuclear explosions; USSR; atomic power; armaments]

237th Meeting of NSC, February 17, 1955. 17 pp [Latin America; Italy; USSR; Saudi Arabia; Formosa and offshore Islands; admission of legally excludable visitors]

238th Meeting of NSC, February 24, 1955. 21 pp [security clearance program; Turkey; France; China; Formosa; emergency planning]

239th Meeting of NSC, March 3, 1955. 20 pp [emergency planning; economic controls; thermonuclear weapons; Vietnam; Middle East; USSR; Cambodia; Japan; Formosa; Iceland]

240th Meeting of NSC, March 10, 1955. 23 pp [foreign information and psychological warfare; USSR; Japan; Cambodia; atomic energy; Korea; Vice-President’s Latin American trip; Formosa]

241st Meeting of NSC, March 17, 1955. 5 pp plus 2 pp attachment [report by Technological Capabilities Panel]

242nd Meeting of NSC, March 24, 1955. 17 pp [antitrust laws; administration of legally excludable European visitors; nuclear power; Formosa; Vietnam; France; nuclear weapons; Far East]

243rd Meeting of NSC, March 31, 1955. 11 pp [Communist periodicals; USSR; military assistance program; East Germany; Formosa]

244th Meeting of NSC, April 7, 1955. 21 pp [civil defense; military programs; Japan; Asian-African Conference; Southeast Asia; atomic energy; France]

245th Meeting of NSC, April 21, 1955. 17 pp [developments in Asia; Austria; Formosa; USSR; Korea; military assistance program]

246th Meeting of NSC, April 28, 1955. 17 pp [mobilization programs; international broadcasting; USSR; Vietnam; Austria]

247th Meeting of NSC, May 5, 1955. 12 pp [internal security; USSR; Afghanistan; Trieste; Vietnam; Italy; Yugoslavia; Austria; Middle East]
248th Meeting of NSC, May 12, 1955. 14 pp [Pakistan; USSR; India; Austria; Indonesia; Philippines; Spain; Korea]

249th Meeting of NSC, May 19, 1955. 16 pp [budget; petroleum; Finland; Secretary Dulles’ report on European trip; Vietnam; Four Power Heads of Government Meeting]

250th Meeting of NSC, May 26, 1955. 9 pp [earth satellite; classified NSC information; B-52 bombers; armaments]

251st Meeting of NSC, June 9, 1955. 9 pp [emergency planning; report by Lewis Strauss re United Kingdom and atomic matters; Sicily; USSR; French North Africa; Vietnam; Far East]

252nd Meeting of NSC, June 16, 1955. 9 pp [continental defense]

253rd Meeting of NSC, June 30, 1955. 16 pp [USSR; nuclear weapons; India; Communist China; Burma; Indonesia; Quemoy; Germany; armaments]

254th Meeting of NSC, July 7, 1955. 18 pp [Four Power negotiations]

255th Meeting of NSC, July 14, 1955. 9 pp [Summit Conference; USSR; Indochina; Spain; French North Africa; nuclear energy]

256th Meeting of NSC, July 28, 1955. 9 pp [Indonesia; Philippines; USSR and China; DDE’s disarmament proposal; Geneva Conference]

257th Meeting of NSC, August 4, 1955. 20 pp [Sudan; Israel; Formosa; Singapore; USSR; disarmament; recommendations made by Technological Capabilities Panel; continental defense]

258th Meeting of NSC, September 8, 1955. 17 pp [USSR; Middle East; Cyprus; Morocco; Argentina; missiles; Volunteer Freedom Corps; U.S. civilian population abroad; Iran; Antarctica; Latin America]

259th Meeting of NSC, September 29, 1955. 17 pp [NSC functioning during President’s illness; defense expenditures; tax amortization; USSR; France; Indonesia; Argentina]

260th Meeting of NSC, October 6, 1955. 20 pp [President’s health; USSR; Middle East; Greece; Saar territory; France; Indonesia; Korea; human effects of nuclear weapons development]

262nd Meeting of NSC, October 20, 1955. 34 pp [Geneva Foreign Minister’s Meeting; Indonesia; France; Korea; Brazil; NATO Defense Ministers Meetings; Geneva and U.S. information programs; South Asia; Near East]

263rd Meeting of NSC, October 27, 1955. 13 pp [Middle East; Net Evaluation Subcommittee report]

264th Meeting of NSC, November 3, 1955. 10 pp [France; Middle East; Formosa; Turkey; Brazil; national security programs]

265th Meeting of NSC, November 10, 1955. 13 pp [defense mobilization and stockpiling; Geneva Foreign Minister’s Conference; Berlin]

266th Meeting of NSC, November 15, 1955. 12 pp [France; Philippines; Brazil; Argentina; Soviet Bloc economic moves; USSR; Near East]

267th Meeting of NSC, November 21, 1955. 15 pp [USSR economic aid; Geneva Foreign Minister’s Conference; Middle East; NATO; U.S. foreign aid and military assistance and information programs]

268th Meeting of NSC, December 1, 1955. 12 pp [Afghanistan; USSR nuclear tests; France; Berlin; Thailand; Egypt; US and Soviet missiles]

269th Meeting of NSC, December 8, 1955. 27 pp [Berlin; Laos, France; military assistance; trade with Communist China]

270th Meeting of NSC, December 8, 1955. 5 pp [Strategic Air Command; statement by DDE on budgetary matters]

271st Meeting of NSC, December 22, 1955. 14 pp [Soviet nuclear testing; Middle East; Indonesia; France; NATO; controls on trade with Communist China; Yugoslavia; disarmament]

272nd Meeting of NSC, January 12, 1956. 19 pp [Stockpiling; budgetary outlook; Antarctica; France; Middle East; Berlin; nuclear weapons]

273rd Meeting of NSC, January 18, 1956. 13 pp [mobilization base; Yugoslavia; USSR; Austria]

274th Meeting of NSC, January 26, 1956. 20 pp [Vietnam; Indonesia; disarmament; controls on trade with Communist China]
275th Meeting of NSC, February 7, 1956. 12 pp [disarmament]

276th Meeting of NSC, February 9, 1956. 17 pp [USSR missiles; Greece; Egypt; Libya; atomic energy matters; government employment; Iran; Korea; Italy]

277th Meeting of NSC, February 27, 1956. 20 pp [USSR; basic national security policy]

278th Meeting of NSC, March 1, 1956. 18 pp [USSR; Algeria; basic national security policy]

Special Meeting, 3/1/56 re disarmament - no memorandum of discussion

279th Meeting of NSC, March 8, 1956. 12 pp [Communist activities in U.S.; Soviet Bloc shipments; Middle East; Southeast Asia]

280th Meeting of NSC, March 22, 1956. 15 pp [SEATO; India and Pakistan; Indonesia; Philippines; Taiwan; Korea; Japan; USSR and Stalin; Soviet satellites; U.S. military program]

281st Meeting of NSC, April 5, 1956. 11 pp [Net Evaluation Subcommittee; USSR; Middle East; Indonesia; Austria; international trade including trade with Soviet Bloc]

282nd Meeting of NSC, April 26, 1956. 17 pp [USSR; international trade; disposal of agricultural surplus commodities to Soviet Bloc; trade with Communist China; security of intelligence information]

283rd Meeting of NSC, May 3, 1956. 18 pp plus 1 p attachment [development of earth satellites; U.S. action re unprovoked Communist attacks on U.S. aircraft; Latin America; Spain; foreign assistance]

284th Meeting of NSC, May 10, 1956. 15 pp [NATO; France; Germany; USSR; Stalin-disarmament]

285th Meeting of NSC, May 17, 1956. 24 pp [Egypt and Communist China; Morocco; Soviet satellites; Afghanistan; South Asia; security requirements for government outlook; Turkey; military assistance; Chinese Offshore Islands; aerial demonstration on Armed Forces Day]

286th Meeting of NSC, May 31, 1956. 9 pp [US-USSR technological superiority; USSR and Stalin; Middle East; Laos, Italy; Chinese Nationalist Offshore Islands]

287th Meeting of NSC, June 7, 1956. 16 pp [Khrushchev’s speech; Korea; Burma; France; Yugoslavia; Vietnam; Thailand]
288th Meeting of NSC, June 15, 1956. 22 pp [Communist China; Middle East; Pakistan; USSR; nuclear material; continental defense; Germany]

289th Meeting of NSC, June 28, 1956. 28 pp [Khrushchev’s speech and USSR; Middle East; Iceland; East-West exchanges; civil aviation policy]

290th Meeting of NSC, July 12, 1956. 21 pp [Soviet satellites; Vice President’s trip-Philippines, Pakistan, India, Turkey, Formosa; foreign aid; staffing of US missions in foreign countries; nuclear weapons; Japan; USSR; Middle East; Cambodia]

291st Meeting of NSC, July 19, 1956. 9 pp [USSR; Middle East; Finland; organization of U.S. missions in foreign countries]

292nd Meeting of NSC, August 9, 1956. 21 pp [Strategic Air Command; continental defense; electronics industry; Laos; Burma and China; Suez Canal]

293rd and 294th Meetings of NSC, August 16 and 17, 1956. 14 pp [budgetary outlook; atomic energy program; civil defense and mobilization; intelligence; mutual security; military programs]

295th Meeting of NSC, August 30, 1956. 21 pp [Suez Canal; mainland Southeast Asia; Cyprus; Algeria]

296th Meeting of NSC, September 6, 1956. 17 pp [Suez Canal; Latin America; East Germany]

297th Meeting of NSC, September 20, 1956. 13 pp [entry of radio-active materials into U.S.; Middle East; China; Yugoslavia; Latin America; Korea]

298th Meeting of NSC, September 27, 1956. 14 pp [emergency planning; North Africa; Italy; Yugoslavia; Singapore; Middle East; peaceful uses of atomic energy]

299th Meeting of NSC, October 4, 1956. 11 pp [U.S. military program; report by Technological Capabilities Panel; Yugoslavia; USSR; France; Nicaragua; Iran; Italy]

300th Meeting of NSC, October 12, 1956. 5 pp [Suez Canal; trade with Communist China; Middle East; DDE comments on World War II Allied invasion of North Africa; foreign assistance]

301st Meeting of NSC, October 26, 1956. 17 pp [Poland; Hungary; USSR; U.S. aid programs; Spain]

302nd Meeting of NSC, November 1, 1956. 15 pp [Hungary; Middle East]
303rd Meeting of NSC, November 8, 1956. 18 pp [European oil supply and Middle East; Hungary]

304th Meeting of NSC, November 15, 1956. 17 pp plus 1 page attachment [Hungary; Middle East; Korea; Poland; Ethiopia]

Special Meeting 11/21/56 re disarmament policy matter-no memorandum of discussion

305th Meeting of NSC, November 30, 1956. 13 pp [Hungary; Middle East]

306th Meeting of NSC, December 20, 1956. 6 pp [report re strategic alert matters; civil defense]

307th Meeting of NSC, December 21, 1956. 11 pp [military programs; Laos; USSR]

308th Meeting of NSC, January 3, 1957. 15 pp [Indonesia; Syria; USSR; South Asia; concept of “limited initial resistance”]

309th Meeting of NSC, January 11, 1957. 11 pp [ballistic missiles; Middle East; Indonesia; Soviet satellites; fiscal outlook; military matters]

310th Meeting of NSC, January 24, 1957. 13 pp [scientific satellites; USSR and nuclear tests; Middle East; Kashmir; Poland; Hungary]

311th Meeting of NSC, January 31, 1957. 15 pp [Korea; India; Algeria; France; Kashmir; Egypt; USSR; Germany]

312th Meeting of NSC, February 7, 1957. 15 pp [nuclear weapons development; and human effect; Middle East; USSR]

313th Meeting of NSC, February 21, 1957. 15 pp [Poland; Hungary; allocation of military equipment - emergency planning; defectors; escapees and refugees; USSR; Greece; Middle East; Philippines]

314th Meeting of NSC, February 28, 1957. 21 pp [Indonesia; Middle East; review of basic national security policy; USSR; China and Asia]

315th Meeting of NSC, March 6, 1957. 19 pp [disarmament; economic defense policy; defectors, escapees and refugees; Indonesia; Middle East]

316th Meeting of NSC, March 14, 1957. 10 pp [mobilization base; Batiste and Cuba; Poland and Hungary; Israel; Indonesia; Turkey]
317th Meeting of NSC, March 28, 1957. 13 pp [review of basic national security policy - strategy, costs; Middle East; Indonesia; Italy; ballistic missiles]

318th Meeting of NSC, April 4, 1957. 20 pp [civil defense; Soviet diplomatic and official representatives in U.S.; strategic intelligence; Soviet nuclear testing; Korea]

319th Meeting of NSC, April 11, 1957. 18 pp [Soviet nuclear testing; Middle East; mobilization base; national strategy; review of basic national security policy; continental defense]

320th Meeting of NSC, April 17, 1957. 17 pp [Middle East: Cyprus; Indonesia; USSR; foreign economic issues and national security; Sino-Soviet economic diplomacy; political elements of national strategy]

321st Meeting of NSC, May 2, 1957. 11 pp [Antarctica; nuclear weapons; Libya; Middle East; USSR; Indonesia; Honduras and Nicaragua; Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria; International Volunteer Air Group]

322nd Meeting of NSC, May 10, 1957. 13 pp [scientific satellites; Columbia; USSR; Middle East; Indonesia; Spain]

323rd Meeting of NSC, May 16, 1957. 10 pp [emergency planning; Indonesia; Middle East; India; Communist China; Austria; Iceland]

324th Meeting of NSC, May 23, 1957. 18 pp [disarmament; Philippines; Communist China; Poland; USSR; Middle East; diplomatic and official representatives of Soviet Bloc countries in U.S.; strategic intelligence; Australia and New Zealand; peaceful uses of atomic energy; nuclear programs]

325th Meeting of NSC, May 27, 1957. 21 pp [Haiti; Formosa; basic national security policy; military programs and strategy]

326th Meeting of NSC, June 13, 1957. 16 pp [nuclear weapons; Middle East; Korea]

327th Meeting of NSC, June 20, 1957. 5 pp [missiles and manned aircraft; Hungary; Communist China; Tibet; Indonesia; Thailand; Middle East]

328th Meeting of NSC, June 26, 1957. 14 pp [Antarctica; Korea; Amoy-Quemoy area; USSR; Middle East; Libya; Turkey]

329th Meeting of NSC, July 3, 1957. 5 pp [missile programs; USSR; Middle East]

330th Meeting of NSC, July 11, 1957. 13 pp [emergency planning; stockpiling and basic national security policy; USSR]
331st Meeting of NSC, July 18, 1957. 16 pp [Soviet missiles; intelligence; Middle East; U.S. citizens in foreign countries; “New Look” and U.S. overseas defense effort]

332nd Meeting of NSC, July 25, 1957. 11 pp [U.S. military programs]

333rd Meeting of NSC, August 1, 1957. 19 pp [mobilization base; Guatemala; Argentina; Middle East; Indonesia; human effects of nuclear weapons development; Civil Defense; port security policy; Poland; Greece; Cyprus; Germany; missile programs]

334th Meeting of NSC, August 8, 1957. 16 pp [South Asia; Hong Kong; Iran; Middle East; Korea]

335th Meeting of NSC, August 22, 1957. 12 pp [technical surveillance; port security policy; Poland; Civil Defense; Middle East; Africa south of the Sahara; Australia and New Zealand]

336th Meeting of NSC, September 12, 1957. 16 pp [economic defense; port security, Poland; Yugoslav refugees; USSR missiles; Middle East; military programs]

337th Meeting of NSC, September 22, 1957. 10 pp plus 6 pp of attachments [Indonesia; 10th Anniversary of National Security Act of 1947; Formosa; Thailand; Soviet missiles; Italy]

338th Meeting of NSC, October 2, 1957. 17 pp [U.S. gold reserves; Formosa; France; Algeria; USSR; Middle East; Philippines; electro-magnetic communications; resignation of Charles Wilson as Secretary of Defense]

339th Meeting of NSC, October 10, 1957. 14 pp [Soviet earth satellite; missile programs; Poland; costs of intelligence programs]

340th Meeting of NSC, October 17, 1957. 13 pp [sharing of scientific information re military research with selected allies; France; Yugoslavia; USSR; Japan]

341st Meeting of NSC, October 24, 1957. 3 pp [status of national security programs]

342nd Meeting of NSC, October 31, 1957. 5 pp plus 27 pp of attachments [USSR; civil defense; U.S. security effort overseas; Spain]

343rd Meeting of NSC, November 7, 1957. 9 pp plus 20 pp of attachments [civil defense measures; Security Resources Panel]
344th Meeting of NSC, November 12, 1957. 7 pp plus 4 pp of attachments [Net Evaluation Subcommittee report re capabilities; plus special meeting]

345th Meeting of NSC, November 14, 1957. 10 pp plus 4 pp of attachments [U.S. military programs for FY59]

346th Meeting of NSC, November 22, 1957. 9 pp plus 4 pp of attachments [U.S. military programs FY-1959; Guatemala; Laos, Indonesia; Middle East]

347th Meeting of NSC, December 5, 1957. 13 pp [U.S. civil aviation policy and Sino-Soviet Bloc; status of national security programs; U.S. scientific satellites; USSR military strength; Indonesia; Egypt; East Germany; peaceful use of atomic energy]

348th Meeting of NSC, December 12, 1957. 13 pp plus 5 pp of attachments [NATO meeting; U.S. security overseas; Soviet missiles; Indonesia; Iran; peaceful uses of atomic energy]

349th Meeting of NSC, December 23, 1957. 10 pp plus 1 p attachment [NATO meeting; proposed U.S. merchant marine policy; intelligence material; U.S. and USSR capabilities; Indonesia; Guatemala; Yugoslav refugees]

350th Meeting of NSC, January 6, 1958. 20 pp plus 9 pp of attachments [Indonesia; Venezuela; Afro-Asian conference; Guatemala; disarmament; report by Security Resources Panel of ODM Science Advisory Committee]

351st Meeting of NSC, January 16, 1958. 19 pp [Gaither Panel report; Soviet missiles]

352nd Meeting of NSC, January 22, 1958. 15 pp plus 3 pp attachments [limited military operations; Middle East; missiles and satellite programs; Venezuela; Guatemala; Indonesia; Yemen]

353rd Meeting of NSC, January 30, 1958. 7 pp plus 19 pp attachments [missile programs; Indonesia; Soviet missiles; Middle East; USSR; Venezuela; Guatemala; Cyprus; South Asia; Asian regional economic development; economic defense policy]

354th Meeting of NSC, February 6, 1958. 12 pp plus 4 pp attachments [Secretary Dulles’ report on Middle East trip; USSR; Indonesia; North Africa; economic defense policy; Germany; scientific satellite program]

355th Meeting of NSC, February 13, 1958. 19 pp [Indonesia; Guatemala; East Germany; Communist China; Korea; Tunisia; continental defense; evacuation of certain indigenous personnel]
356th Meeting of NSC, February 27, 1958. 16 pp plus 10 pp of attachments [economic defense policy; Gaither Report; USSR; Indonesia; North Africa; Argentina; shipments under diplomatic immunity]

357th Meeting of NSC, March 6, 1958. 9 pp plus 7 pp attachments [Antarctica; USSR missiles; Indonesia; Middle East; space exploration and science]

358th meeting of NSC, March 13, 1958. 22 pp plus 8 pp of attachments [NSC intelligence directives; USSR testing; Indonesia; North Africa; Sudan; Middle East; overseas military bases]

359th Meeting of NSC, March 20, 1958. 13 pp plus 5 pp of attachments [fallout shelter; civil defense; USSR; Indonesia; Middle East; estimate of world situation; limited military operations]

360th Meeting of NSC, March 27, 1958. 16 pp plus 8 pp of attachments [fallout shelter; Indonesia; USSR; Middle East; reorganization of Department of Defense]

361st Meeting of NSC, April 3, 1958. 9 pp [rocket and nuclear testing; Khrushchev and USSR; Strategic Air Command Alert Forces; possible Summit Meeting]

362nd Meeting of NSC, April 14, 1958. 11 pp plus 5 pp attachments [Soviet missiles; France and Tunisia; Cuba; Indonesia; Yugoslavia; Poland]

363rd Meeting of NSC, April 24, 1958. 12 pp plus 23 pp attachments [Report by Security Resources Panel of ODM Science Advisory Committee; missiles; Indonesia; USSR; Yugoslavia; Middle East; U.S. employees overseas]

364th Meeting of NSC, May 1, 1958. 21 pp plus 25 pp attachments [USSR missiles; Indonesia; Middle East; basic national security policy-limited war; military strategy]

365th Meeting of NSC, May 8, 1958. 10 pp plus 5 pp attachments [Africa south of Sahara; Indonesia; Middle East; USSR submarines; Philippines; U.S. security effort overseas; missile developments]

366th Meeting of NSC, May 22, 1958. 22 pp plus 8 pp attachments [Venezuela and Peru; Vice President’s trip; France; Algeria; Middle East; Eastern Europe]

367th Meeting of NSC, May 29, 1958. 7 pp plus 6 pp attachments [Strategic Air Command; Soviet missiles; Middle East; France; Greece; Italy; Japan; Laos; military mobilization base program]
368th Meeting of NSC, June 3, 1958. 8 pp plus 12 pp attachments [De Gaulle and France; Yugoslavia and USSR; Middle East; Philippines; OCB report on S.E. Asia attachment]

369th Meeting of NSC, June 19, 1958. 17 pp plus 9 pp attachments [basic national security policy; international commodity agreements; Eastern Europe; Hungary; USSR; Middle East; Cyprus; De Gaulle; organization for overseas psychological operations; Latin America; Germany; Summit Meeting]

370th Meeting of NSC, June 26, 1958. 10 pp plus 4 pp attachments [nuclear test negotiations; Middle East; Indonesia; limited military operations]

371st Meeting of NSC, July 3, 1958. 13 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Korea; outer space; ballistic missiles and satellites; U.S. craft forced down in USSR; France; Hungary; Middle East; Cuba; Venezuela; costs of defense material; economic defense policy]

372nd Meeting of NSC, July 14, 1958. 6 pp plus 5 pp attachments [government research programs in nonmilitary defense; nuclear weapons; survival of population after nuclear exchange; shelters; NSC and Planning Board Meetings, September 1947 - July 21, 19581

Special Meeting, (7/14/58) re Middle East; no memorandum

373rd meeting of NSC, July 24, 1958. 13 pp plus 9 pp attachments [Morocco; Middle East; basic national security policy; Iceland]

374th Meeting of NSC, July 31, 1958. 15 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Lebanon and Middle East; Laos; Cambodia; satellites]

375th Meeting of NSC, August 7, 1958. 15 pp plus 8 pp attachments [Taiwan Straits; Khrushchev; Middle East; Tunisia; U.S. missile programs; Korea; Africa South of Sahara; listening devices]

376th Meeting of NSC, August 14, 1958. 11 pp plus 27 pp of attachments [Canada; outer space; President’s speech; Middle East; Taiwan Straits; also special briefing on Taiwan Straits after meeting]

377th Meeting of NSC, August 21, 1958. 12 pp plus 7 pp of attachments [economic defense policy; Taiwan Straits; Laos; USSR; Cyprus; Middle East; Sudan]

378th Meeting of NSC, August 27, 1958. 22 pp plus 4 pp attachments [intelligence directives; Geneva Conference on nuclear testing; Soviet missiles; Taiwan Straits; India; Algeria; Morocco; Sudan]
Special Meeting 8/27/58 re NSC Intelligence Directives; no memorandum

379th Meeting of NSC, September 18, 1958. 15 pp plus 11 pages of attachments
[release of classified information to foreign governments; internal security; USSR nuclear testing; Taiwan Straits; Middle East; Iran]

380th Meeting of NSC, September 25, 1958. 6 pp plus 1 p attachment [Taiwan Straits; Middle East; Algeria; France; Indonesia; Cuba; USSR missile; Civil Defense program]

381st Meeting of NSC, October 2, 1958. 9 pp [shipments into the United States under diplomatic immunity; France; Taiwan Straits; Middle East; Algeria; Vietnam; Burma; image of America]

382nd Meeting of NSC, October 13, 1958. 6 pp [weapons systems; USSR missiles; nuclear testing; Taiwan Straits]

383rd Meeting of NSC, October 16, 1958. 11 pp plus 8 pp of attachments [atomic energy program; Algeria; Middle East; Tunisia; Pakistan; Thailand]

384th Meeting of NSC, October 30, 1958. 18 pp plus 2 pp attachment [military programs; Taiwan and China; Soviet nuclear testing; Middle East; Cuba; Pakistan]

385th Meeting of NSC, November 6, 1958. 3 pp [U.S. and Soviet capabilities]

386th Meeting of NSC, November 13, 1958. 7 pp [Soviet Union; Berlin; Middle East; Algeria; Sudan; Iran; Austria]

387th Meeting of NSC, November 20, 1958. 5 pp [Soviet capabilities]

388th Meeting of NSC, December 3, 1958. 10 pp plus 6 pp attachments [U.S. overseas security; mutual security]

389th Meeting of NSC, December 6, 1958. 18 pp [military programs; Soviet missiles; Cuba; Venezuela; France; Middle East; Sudan; Libya; Finland]

390th Meeting of NSC, December 11, 1958. 12 pp plus 5-page summary of special meeting re Berlin [shelter measures; Lebanon; Venezuela; Middle East; Berlin; 1958 NATO ministerial meeting; Libya]

391st Meeting of NSC, December 18, 1958. 8 pp plus 30 pp attachments [military mobilization base; civil defense; USSR; Cuba; Communist China; Middle East; ships under foreign flags of convenience; Spain]

392nd Meeting of NSC, December 23, 1958. 14 pp plus 7 pp attachments
[Canada; nuclear weapons; petroleum; Geneva Conferences re nuclear testing and surprise attack; Communist China; USSR; Middle East; Cuba; Laos; USIA report re President’s message and Moscow Exhibit]

393rd Meeting of NSC, January 15, 1959. 12 pp [East-West trade; Cambodia and Thailand; Laos; Middle East; overseas bases; Philippines; Turkey]

Special Meeting 1/15/59 re intelligence matters; no memorandum filed in this folder

394th Meeting of NSC, January 22, 1959 11 pp [USSR; Italy; Middle East; Cuba; Japan; Mikoyan visit to US]

Special Meeting of NSC, January 22, 1959. 2 pp [intelligence activities]

395th meeting of NSC, January 26, 1959. 11 pp plus 6 pp attachments [economic defense policy; USSR; Italy; Algeria and France; Morocco; Middle East; Cambodia; Indonesia; OCB procedures and reports]

396th Meeting of NSC, February 12, 1959. 18 pp plus 13 pp attachments [Latin America - most of discussion devoted to this area; some discussion of Middle East; USSR; Germany]

397th Meeting of NSC, February 26, 1959. 13 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Antarctica; port security; Soviet trawler; Iran; Soviet missiles; Horn of Africa]

398th Meeting of NSC, March 5, 1959. 15 pp plus 8 pp attachments [Middle East; Bolivia; Sudan; Soviet capabilities; Communist China]

Special Meeting of NSC, March 5, 1959 after regular NSC Mtg. [re Berlin situation]

399th Meeting of NSC, March 12, 1959. 13 pp plus 5 pp attachments [Soviet Bloc; Communist China, Middle East; Taiwan Straits; Berlin]

400th Meeting of NSC, March 26, 1959. 11 pp plus 4 pp attachments [Tibet; Cuba; Middle East; Australia and New Zealand; NATO]

401st Meeting of NSC, April 2, 1959. 13 pp plus 6 pp attachments [Antarctica; Poland; Middle East; Iraq]

402nd Meeting of NSC, April 17, 1959. 17 pp.[John Foster Dulles’ resignation; Iraq and Middle East; Khrushchev]

Special Meeting of NSC, 4/17/59 re Iraq - no memorandum
403rd Meeting of NSC, April 23, 1959. 6 pp [Tibet; Iraq; Middle East; Portugal; Cuba; overseas military bases]

Special Meeting of NSC, April 23, 1959. 13 pp plus 2 pp attachments [discussion devoted entirely to Berlin situation]

404th Meeting of NSC, April 30, 1959. 10 pp [economic defense policy; Japan; Letter from John Foster Dulles; Panama; Tibet; Communist China; Iraq and Middle East; USSR]

405th Meeting of NSC, May 7, 1959. 19 pp plus 3 pp attachments [port security; Polish ships; Four Power Foreign ministers Meeting; Austria; Burma; USSR; Iran; France; Iraq; Jordan; overseas internal security program]

406th Meeting of NSC, May 13, 1959. 12 pp plus 3 pp attachments [Middle East and petroleum; missiles and space programs; Middle East; Korea; Taiwan]

407th Meeting of the NSC, May 21, 1959. 13 pp [Latin America; Soviet missiles; Berlin; Sudan; Cuba; Laos; middle East; Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria; Geneva Conference; Iraq; East-West exchanges; food production in underdeveloped areas of Far East]

408th Meeting of NSC, May 28, 1959. 15 pp plus 9 pp attachments [Iraq; Laos; Sudan; Latin America; Communist China; India and South Asia; Geneva Conference; missiles; military services’ differences]

409th Meeting of NSC, June 4, 1959. 9 pp plus 9 pp attachments [import trade policy; Soviet missiles; Singapore; Indonesia; Tibet; Iraq; Sicily; Nicaragua]

Special Meeting of NSC, 6/9/59 re air defense plans; no memorandum

410th Meeting of NSC, June 18, 1959. 9 pp plus 5 pp attachments [military take-overs in Africa and Asia; Soviet missiles; Soviet oil; Latin America; India; Cuba; Iraq]

411th Meeting of NSC, June 25, 1959. 23 pp plus 15 pp attachments [Latin American developments and Cuba; Communist China; India; Korea; basic national security policy]

412th Meeting of NSC, July 9, 1959. 19 pp plus 5 pp attachments [USSR; Vietnam; Cuba and Dominican Republic; Iraq; India; basic national security policy - military programs]

413th Meeting of NSC, July 16, 1959. 21 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Spain;
Middle East; Cuba; Soviet Bloc defectors; Berlin; basic national security policy; merchant marine policy]

414th Meeting of NSC, July 23, 1959. 11 pp plus 6 pp attachments [basic national security policy; Soviet missiles; Iraq; Ethiopia; Cuba; defectors]

415th Meeting of NSC, July 30, 1959. 17 pp plus 14 pp attachments [basic national security policy; space programs; military programs; Khrushchev; Soviet missiles; Youth Festival in Vienna; Laos; Tibet]

416th Meeting of NSC, August 6, 1959. 15 pp plus 9 pp attachments [possible Summit Meeting; Eisenhower and Khrushchev visits; Laos, Geneva Meeting; Afghanistan; South Asia]

417th Meeting of NSC, August 18, 1959. 24 pp plus 7 pp attachments [missile and space programs; Laos; Communist China; Morocco; France; Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria; South Asia]

418th Meeting of NSC, September 10, 1959. 10 pp plus 4 pp attachments [assistance for food production in Far East and Asia; disclosure of U.S. classified information to foreign governments; Iraq; Soviet missiles; China-India border; Tibet; Laos; Southeast Asia]

419th Meeting of NSC, September 17, 1959. 16 pp plus 7 pp attachments [Far East; Algeria and France; Soviet missiles and space; Iran; Laos; technical surveillance]

420th Meeting of NSC, October 1, 1959. 13 pp plus 5 pp attachments [basic national security policy; military matters; Finland; Iraq; Soviet missiles; Communist China; Algeria; Ceylon; Laos]

421st Meeting of NSC (Special) October 15, 1959. 2 pp [reference to Comparative Evaluations Group; outer space science and technology; long-range guided missiles weapons systems]

422nd Meeting of NSC, October 29, 1959. 18 pp plus 8 pp of attachments [Soviet missiles; Khrushchev; Austria; Indonesia; Cuba; Sino-Indian border; Libya; France; Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria; overseas military bases; status of national security programs]

423rd Meeting of NSC, November 5, 1959. 11 pp plus 4 pp attachments [Mainland Southeast Asia, especially Singapore; USSR and Khrushchev; Middle East; Belgian Congo and Cameroons; Iraq; atomic energy program]

424th Meeting of NSC, November 11, 1959. 13 pp [Sino-Indian border; Middle East; Poland; Cyprus; NATO]
425th Meeting of NSC, November 25, 1959. 13 pp plus 2 pp attachment [military programs]

426th Meeting of NSC, December 1, 1959. 12 pp plus 6 pp attachments [reduction of armed forces and armaments; Soviet missiles; Cuba; India; Iraq; Cyprus]

427th Meeting of NSC, December 3, 1959. 11 pp plus 3 pp attachments [mutual security programs; grant military assistance to certain countries]

428th Meeting of NSC, December 10, 1959. 18 pp plus 5 pp attachments [Antarctica; Iraq; Panama; Greece; USSR and Communist China; Castro and Latin America; long range ballistic missiles; topics for future discussion by NSC]

429th Meeting of NSC, December 16, 1959. 17 pp plus 12 pp attachments [emergency relocation plan; Greece; Indonesia; Laos; Cuba; Brazil; Radio Free Europe; Common Market; outer space; nuclear weapons; cold war; policy toward USSR and satellites; organization of government for national security; international scientific cooperation; U.S. bases overseas]

430th Meeting of NSC January 7, 1960. 17 pp plus 20 pp attachments [cargo airlift; missile programs; Soviet capabilities; Iran; Turkey; Hong Kong] (also NIE - 11-8-59 re USSR)

431st Meeting of NSC, January 13, 1960. 16 pp [space science; U.S. policy on outer space]

432nd Meeting of NSC, January 14, 1960. 15 pp plus 6 pp attachments [South, Central and East Africa; Khrushchev and USSR military forces; Cuba; Iran; France; Dominican Republic; disclosure of NSC information; Iraq]

433rd Meeting of NSC, January 21, 1960. 17 pp plus 9 pp attachments [Military Air Transport Service; Soviet missiles; Cuba]

434th Meeting of NSC, February 4, 1960. 14 pp plus 8 pp attachments [estimate of world situation; USSR missiles; Khrushchev; Middle East; India; Algeria; USSR capabilities and intentions; U.S. missiles; Cyprus; Italy]

Special Meeting, 2/12/60; No memorandum written and topic not given

435th Meeting of NSC, February 18, 1960. 13 pp plus 4 pp attachments [non-lethal weapons; other types of weapons; grant military assistance; Italy; French nuclear testing; Cuba; Panama; Khrushchev and India]
436th Meeting of NSC, March 10, 1960. 16 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Middle East; USSR; Khrushchev trip to Asia; Indonesia; Afghanistan; Guinea; Italy; Korea and Japan; Cuba; Libya; Mainland Southeast Asia]

Special Meeting of NSC, February 18, 1960. 10 pp [nuclear weapons and disarmament]

437th Meeting of NSC, March 17, 1960. 12 pp plus 5 pp attachment [Southeast Asia-Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma; Korea; Cuba; West Indies]

Special Meeting of NSC, March 17, 1960. [intelligence matters; memorandum filed with NSC Executive Secretary]

438th Meeting of NSC, March 24, 1960. 16 pp plus 16 pp attachment [strategic forces; limitations on ballistic missile testing; West Africa; Soviet missiles; South Africa; Dominican Republic; Cuba; Iraq]

439th Meeting of NSC, April 1, 1960. 15 pp plus 5 pp attachments [Scandinavia; West Germany; East Germany; France; South Africa; space matters; Cuba; missiles]

Special Meeting of NSC, April 1, 1960. [19-page presentation by Department of Navy on naval forces]

440th Meeting of NSC, April 7, 1960. 14 pp plus 5 pp attachment [West Africa; NATO Defense Ministers Meeting; Dominican Republic; Cuba; France; Iran]

441st Meeting of NSC, April 14, 1960. 22 pp plus 4 pp attachment [Cuba; Dominican Republic; China; India; Italy; Far East; Latin America; Middle East; East-West Exchange; Communist propaganda; disarmament; Portugal; Canada; Africa; NATO; United Nations; military personnel; NSC organization]

442nd Meeting of NSC, April 28, 1960. 12 pp [Net Evaluation Subcommittee; strategic planning; missiles; SAC; Soviet missiles; Korea; Cuba; Indonesia; Laos; East Germany; USSR and Communist China; Taiwan Straits]

443rd Meeting of NSC, May 5, 1960. 16 pp plus 2 pp attachment [U.S. and USSR missiles; Latin America; Khrushchev; Somalia; Congo; Korea; Turkey; Middle East; Cuba; Dominican Republic; Research clearing house within NSC staff]

444th Meeting of NSC, May 9, 1960. 13 pp plus 2 pp attachment [U-2 plane shot down; Summit meeting; NATO Council meeting; International Oil Cartel case; South Vietnam; Polaris submarine]

445th Meeting of NSC, May 24, 1960. 23 pp [anniversary of death of John Foster Dulles; Khrushchev, Summit Conference and U-2; Turkey; Laos; Communist China;
Post-Summit environment and issues; nuclear test suspension; Berlin; intelligence; Cuba

446th Meeting of NSC, May 31, 1960. 20 pp plus 8 pp attachments [Japan; U.S. grant military assistance; Laos; Turkey; Sino-Soviet Bloc; Afghanistan; Middle East; Canada; Antarctica; outer space programs]

447th Meeting of NSC, June 8, 1960. 16 pp plus 11 pp attachments [Hong Kong; NSC organization in emergency planning; Soviet missiles; Sino-Soviet Bloc; Turkey; Cuba; Venezuela; Taiwan Straits; Japan; Korea; security leak]

448th Meeting of NSC, June 22, 1960. 16 pp plus 1 p attachment [port security; Poland; U.S. military personnel-morale and physical condition; Republic of China; Japan; Vietnam and Thailand; USSR and China]

Special Meeting of NSC, June 22, 1960. [re Cuba; no memorandum]

449th Meeting of NSC, June 30, 1960. 12 pp plus 3 pp attachment [military logistics; planning base; Congo; Japan; Soviet missiles; Iran; Turkey; social unrest and political instability in many free world nations; Dominican Republic]

450th Meeting of NSC, July 7, 1960. 19 pp [NATO; France and Algeria; Soviet missiles; Venezuela; Cuba; Congo; Dominican Republic; Latin America]

451st Meeting of NSC, July 15, 1960. 19 pp plus 8 pp attachments [USSR; East Germany; Italy; Japan; Cuba; Congo; RB-47 incident; Canada; Middle East; technical surveillance; antitrust laws and U.S. foreign commerce]

452nd Meeting of NSC, July 21, 1960. 17 pp plus 5 pp attachment [mainland Southeast Asia; Congo; Cuba and Latin America; Ceylon; Middle East]

453rd Meeting of NSC, July 25, 1960. 16 pp [RB-47 incident; USSR; Austria; Berlin; Poland; Communist China; Cuba; Iran; Iraq; Congo; U.S. military readiness; Cuba and Dominican Republic]

454th Meeting of NSC, August 1, 1960. 21 pp plus 3 pp attachment [NATO; grant military assistance to free world nations with well developed economies; Congo; Soviet missiles; Middle East; Cuba; Dominican Republic]

455th Meeting of NSC, August 12, 1960. 13 pp [Geneva negotiations on nuclear testing; Horn of Africa; Korea; Laos; Cuba and Communist China; Dominican Republic; satellite; Congo]
456th Meeting of NSC, August 18, 1960. 21 pp plus 3 pp attachment [most of discussion devoted to Africa; some references to USSR; Communist China; Laos]

457th Meeting of NSC, August 25, 1960. 13 pp plus 6 pp attachments [nuclear sharing with allies; Africa; Congo; Laos; Iran]

Special Meeting of NSC, August 25, 1960. [re satellite program; no memorandum]

458th Meeting of NSC, September 7, 1960. 13 pp [Congo; Sino-Soviet relations; Laos; Organization of American States; civilian readiness; import competition]

459th Meeting of NSC, September 15, 1960. 12 pp plus 2 pp attachment [continental defense; Congo; Laos; Chinese Communist; Middle East; Berlin]

460th Meeting of NSC, September 21, 1960. 21 pp plus 8 pp attachment [Middle Eastern petroleum; Free World countries and petroleum; economic defense policy; Congo; Laos; South Vietnam; Syria; Berlin; defectors and refugees]

461st Meeting of NSC, September 29, 1960. 14 pp plus 11 pp attachment [Laos; Congo; Cuba; DDE’s speech at United Nations; Greece; Turkey; Spain; overseas military bases; retirement of General Twining as Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff]

462nd Meeting of NSC, October 6, 1960. 13 pp plus 29 pp attachments [strategic planning; limited military operations; Laos; Congo; Algeria; Berlin; East Germany; West Germany; Cuba]

Special Meeting of NSC, October 13, 1960 re Comparative Evaluations Group study; material filed in office of NSC Executive Secretary.

463rd Meeting of NSC, October 13, 1960. 10 pp plus 6 pp attachments [status of national security programs; Martin-Mitchell case; Soviet missiles; Argentina; Laos; Congo; Middle East; Japan]

464th Meeting of NSC, October 20, 1960. 18 pp [Cuba; NATO and nuclear matters; Sino-Soviet relations; Albania; France; Argentina; Laos; Congo]

465th Meeting of NSC, October 31, 1960. 22 pp plus 2 pp attachments [Military assistance plans; balance of payments; Middle East; Cuba; El Salvador; Venezuela; Laos; Congo]

466th Meeting of NSC, November 7, 1960. 14 pp plus 4 pp attachments [Outer space programs; Cuba; Algeria; Laos; El Salvador; Scandinavia]

467th Meeting of NSC, November 17, 1960. 18 pp [Castro and Latin America; Guatemala; El Salvador; South Vietnam; Algeria; France; NATO]
468th Meeting of NSC, December 1, 1960. 19 pp [International scientific activities; NATO; Soviet missiles; Congo; Laos; Sino-Soviet relations; Germany; civil aviation policy toward Sino-Soviet Bloc]

469th Meeting of NSC, December 8, 1960. 24 pp plus 6 pp attachments [NATO; military programs; USSR and Communist China; Laos; Israel; Korea]

470th Meeting of NSC, December 20, 1960. 15 pp plus 12 pp attachments [NASA outer space programs; Congo; Ethiopia; Nepal; Berlin; Laos; Korea; Italy]

471st Meeting of NSC, December 22, 1960. 17 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Continental defense; civil defense; NATO]

472nd Meeting of NSC, December 22, 1960. 13 pp plus 10 pp attachments [Civil defense; France; Cuba; Soviet Bloc; Belgium; Congo; Algeria; Laos; Indonesia; protection of U.S. citizens in danger areas abroad]

473rd Meeting of NSC, January 5, 1961. 18 pp plus 9 pp attachments [NSC Intelligence Directives; Panama Canal; Cuba; Congo; Algeria; Ethiopia; Laos; Communist China; limited military operations; missiles and military space programs]

474th Meeting of NSC, January 12, 1961. 25 pp plus 12 pp attachments [Polaris missiles; U.S. policy on arms control and nuclear testing; disclosure of classified information to foreign governments; foreign intelligence activities; fallout shelters; Soviet Union; Congo; Poland]

END OF CONTAINER LIST